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The existing and planned spaceborne radar systems (i.e., TRMM, GPM, CloudSat, EarthCARE) and

technology demonstration platforms (RaInCube) offer a holistic view of the hydrological cycle in action,

and although not on the same satellite, cover the detection of all radiatively and hydrologically important

clouds (along with complementary information from spaceborne lidar systems). However, several gaps in

the detection and characterization of cloud and precipitation conditions remain, especially when our

capabilities in multi-frequency and Doppler measurements are considered (Fig. 1). Here is a list of the

major remaining gaps: 

 

 

Light precipitation and snow gap: The existing 35 GHz spaceborne radars (TRMM, GPM) have relatively

poor sensitivity to light precipitation. There is no dual wavelength, precipitation-oriented mission over the

high-latitude regions (>65o) where solid precipitation dominates Shallow clouds and precipitation gap:

Due to their low radar reflectivity (typically less than -15 dBZ), the detection of shallow clouds and

precipitation is only possible with the 94-GHz spaceborne radars (Fig.1). However, when the clouds and

precipitation are within the lowest 1 km of the atmosphere their detection from space is challenged by the

strong surface echo and the relatively long pulse length of the CloudSat and EarthCARE. Shallow

precipitating systems such as Arctic, lake effect systems and marine boundary layer clouds that are usually

confined to the lowest kilometer of the atmosphere pose a detection challenge for existing and planned

spaceborne radar systems. Cloud dynamics in deep convection: Although the EarthCARE CPR is slated to

be the first spaceborne Doppler cloud radar, its performance is limited in convective cloud systems due to

significant hydrometeor attenuation, non-uniform beam filling and multiple scattering conditions. Thus,

there is a remaining gap in observing the vertical velocity and vertical fluxes in convective systems.  

 

 

There exists a trade space among the performance of key radar measurement parameters that can be

achieved. For example, the swath of a scanning radar competes with the minimum detectable signal

(MDS) that can be achieved by a nadir-pointing radar, or the shortening of the transmitted pulse that can

improve shallow clouds detection and the MDS. Here, we will review some of the measurement

requirements required to address the existing gaps in cloud and precipitation measurements from space

and we will discuss the technology/feasibility of meeting these requirements. Forward simulations and

analysis of existing spaceborne, ground-based and airborne datasets will be used to demonstrate the gaps

and the potential of future spaceborne radar missions.
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